Setel Hellas International Conference
22 of April 2015, Library Aikaterini Laskaridis Foundation,
Piraeus - Greece

#
Reimagining the Maritime ICT:
Setel’s Next Revolutionary Platform

Event Headline:
Setel Hellas has the pleasure to invite you to an opportunity to discover how
real business benefits are delivered through technology innovation and
dedication to the fundamental values of the Maritime community: Aspiration, Collaboration and Efficiency. Do not miss the chance to
participate to a unique event where maritime professionals and
stakeholders, guest speakers and maritime journalists will get together to
realize how Setel Hellas’ Next Revolutionary Platform sets new boundaries
for the Maritime ICT Solutions.

Agenda:

#Reimagining the Maritime ICT [10:45-14:00]

• SmartBox-V™: “Boosting competitiveness and growth while maintaining stability”
• SeeMBox-V: “Expanding the limits of Efficiency Monitoring for LNGs and Tankers”
• Intelligent Vessel™: “Bringing you the best in Business & Entertainment Network”
• Maritime Telemedicine Solution [MTS]: “Targeting at Sea - Help is at hand”
• Maritime Surveillance Technology: “Assessing the threat”

#Coffee Break [14:00-14:30]

#Accelerate Innovation Through Strong Partnership [14:30-16:00]

• CISCO: “Embrace the future: Setel Hellas’ Maritime apps on Cisco ISR expand the
Internet of Everything at Sea”
• FURUNO HELLAS: “Reap The Benefits of integration: Setel & Furuno show you the
ways to get the most out of your expanding operation”
• ENDRESS+HAUSER: “Holistic approach: Key to further efficiency gains”

#A Foundation for Growth [16:00-16:30]

• “Regional Innovation Clusters a catalyst of Growth in the Knowledge Society”
  Athens Information Technology University (AIT)

#Case Study [16:30-17:00]

• Presentation of Case studies

#Cocktail Reception & Buffet Dinner accompanied with Jazz and Soul live [17:00-20:00]

RSVP:
by 13/4/15:
Setel Hellas, Tel: 210.4528157
E-mail:
  e.naki@setel-group.com
  r.chalili@setel-group.com
  http://www.setel-group.com/